
IMPORTANT NOTICE - NO BRAKES
Solá Equipment Street Frames DO NOT have brakes installed and are NOT RECOMMENDED for beginners. The user of 
this product must have advanced skating skills which enable the user to slow down and stop without the aid of an inline 
skate brake. This product is intended for experts and requires the skills described above. You should only use the Street 
Frames once you are skilled enough on skates to safely perform advanced maneuvers in a skatepark or on the street, as 
they are intended for - this includes controlling your speed without the use of a brake.

WARNING - SKATE AT YOUR OWN RISK
Inline skating involves inherent risks that cannot be eliminated without jeopardizing it's essential qualities. This includes 
the risk of serious bodily injury or even death.  Please skate responsibly. To reduce your risk of harm, we recommend you 
always use protective gear while using Solá Equipment Street Frames - including a helmet, knee pads, wrist guards and 
elbow pads.

ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY
By purchasing and using Solá Equipment Street Frames and/or Solá Equipment products, you fully recognize the 
dangers and hazards inherent in skating and using the Street Frames, as well as the unknown dangers and hazards 
which may arise while using the Street Frames. 

The seller, distributor and manufacturer of this product assume no responsibility for damages or injury which may arise 
in the use of this product, whatever the cause, including accidents or negligence.

Understanding this, you DO VOLUNTARILY, EXPRESSLY AND COMPLETELY RELEASE AND HOLD HARMLESS Solá 
Equipment and its owners from any and all claims and liabilities which are in any way connected with your use of Solá 
Equipment Street Frames or Solá Equipment products.

BEFORE USE
Inspect the Street Frames before you use them for the first time and read the included ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS to 
fully understand what’s in the box, and how to assemble onto your skates. We recommend you check the bolts, axels 
and wheels of your skates each time you use them to ensure that they are properly affixed and you are ready to skate.

Please note: For a translation, of this document, please visit www.solaequipment.com/PRODUCTNOTICE
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THANK YOU.
Solá Equipment is built on the principle of on-going improvement through continuous use, experimentation and 
communication.

Founded in 2018 by Kyle Solá, Solá Equipment focuses on the research, design, development and manufacturing of 
advanced and considered products that elevate athletic and creative potential.

Please know our sincere gratitude for your purchase and support of the Solá Equipment Street Frames, this would not 
have been possible without your trust, interest and support.

BOX CONTENTS
2 X Frames
2 X Flat-rocker H-Block Inserts
12 X Axels (ten axels neeed, two are to be kept as spare)
1 X m4 hex key

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
01
Affix frames to boots or soleplates with your boot-specific hardware. Included in the package is a simple M4 hex key.
*Boot-mounting hardware is not included as this is boot-specific.

02
Position wheels (with bearings and spacers) and H-Blocks in frame body, place axels through all holes from the beveled 
receiving side.
**Axels are directional and can be positioned on either side of the foot. By placing the tool-side on the inside of the foot, 
the frames will be easier to service while wearing , and preserve the heads of the screws for longer.

03
Tighten all wheel axels before tightening h-block into place. Do not exert excessive force, as this can damage axel 
threads or frame walls.

 Step 01      Step 02      Step 03
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